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Richard Pedranti, AIA, LEED AP
Milford PA 18337 (90 miles to Andes Sprouts farm)

Dear Andes Sprouts Society and Competition Jurors,

Richard Pedranti, AIA, LEED AP is pleased to present a proposal for the Andes Sprouts Residency Compeieiton.  My proposal is founded on two concepts.  One - to create an artist studio space that inspires it's 
inhabitant to excell at thrie craft and two - a sustainble building based on high recycled content and harvesting energy from the sun.

Design services
My design services are gratus.  Yes, that's right - free.  My services include construction documents and site visits during the construction process.  Your expenses include reimbursibles for my material costs, travels 
to the site, and the consultants fees.
Team approach
site visits - location of office

Firm Description and Bio
Richard Pedranti is a LEED certified architect since 2004.
Richard Pedranti earned his Bachelor of Science, Major in Architecture, from Pennsylvania State University in 1987 which included time abroad at Universita di Fierenze.  
To continue his formal education, Pedranti selected the Graduate School of Design at Harvard University because of its dedication to teaching the doctrines of modern architecture.  
Richard Pedranti Architect was begun in the Meat Packing District in the Lower West side of Manhattan.  Licensed in Pennsylvania, New York State and New Jersey and a member of the American Institute of 
Architects, Pedranti specializes in residential and small commercial projects in New York City, Philadelphia and the surrounding rural communities with a particular focus on Pike County projects.  
Pedranti is a LEED Accredited Professional since 2004.   As a member of the United States Green Building Council, Pedranti is committed to leading the change in the way we design, build, and operate our 
buildings.  He is dedicated to forging an environmentally responsible modern architecture, one that uses technology to achieve a higher standard of performance in the way buildings use natural resources and 
manage waste.   He believes that the creative application of building systems along with more imaginative use of landscape, creating more fluid spaces, and abundant the use of natural light creates more agreeable 
spaces for people to live and work while preserving natural resources for future generations.   He traces his early passion for design to the rich architectural legacy in the area and much of his continuing inspiration 
to the area's scenic natural beauty.
An avid organic gardener and amateur horticulturist, Pedranti designed and established both home and garden on the edge of Milford Borough on the Sawkill Creek in the shadow of The Knob.  He was married at 
this home in 2001 which now serves as the couple's primary residence and the main office for his firm, Richard Pedranti Architect.  
 
Project Partners
Dick Reisling, Renewable Energy Consultant     http://www.applepondfarm.com/
Dick is the owner of the Apple Pond Farm and Renewable Energy Education Center in Callicoon Center, NY (36 miles to Andes Sprouts farm).  Dick is also head of the Sullivan County Alliance for Sustainable 
Development (SASD).  
Larry Brown, Solar Energy Consultant
Larry is the owner of Sun Mountain Solar in Olivebrdge, NY (51 miles to Andes Sprouts farm), a service provider of solar energy systems.
Hall Smythe, Recycled Building Material Consultant     http://www.lumberlandpostandbeam.com/
Hall is the owner of Lumberland Post and Beam in Pond Eddy, NY (74 miles to Andes Sprouts farm).  Lumberland Post and Beam specializes is dismantling timber frame barns and recycling the materials including 
frames, roofing, and siding. 

Contact Information
Richard Pedranti, AIA, LEED AP
129 Sawkill Avenue
Milford, PA 18337
Phone: 570.296.0466
Fax: 800.891.3685
email: richard@richardpedranti.com
Website: www.richardpedranti.com
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2. Powered by the SUN

The solar studio employs several methods 
for collecting and managing the solar 
radiation from the sun to provide power and 
heat.  The primanry method is direct gain 
passive solar design.  The studio is 
designed with a south facing glass which is 
the solar engine for the artist space.  The 
configuration of the studio's windows, walls, 
and roof overhangs are designed to 
maximize the collection of solar energy for 
heating during winter, early spring, and late 
fall months and shade the interior from solar 
gain during the summer and early fall.  A 
wood screen overlayed on the south wall 
further controls solar radiation with carefully 
spaced louvers and provides support for sun 
shading annual vines.  The hot summer 
west sun is tempered by a planting of 
deciduous trees to the west and southwest 
of the studio.  

A south facing solar aperture provides the 
most exposure for harvesting the sun's 
energy, but the orientation can bre adjusted 
based on the targeted occupancy schedule.
A carbon neutral wood stove provides 
additional heat by burning wood and 
realeasing it's stored solar energy.
Active solar systems include a photovoltaic 
and solar thermal roof mounted collectors.  
The collectors are mounted on the attached 
field barn for optomized solar exposure.

4. Plan Diagram

The Solar Studio is made up of two primary 
compnenets, the artist studio and the field 
barn.  The field barn is oriented orthagonal 
with the farming parcels, while the studio is 
rotated due south to maximize solar 
exposure.  The studio provides shade to the 
field barn attcjhed to the north side.  On the 
east side, covered by the roof to the field 
barn is the studio entrance.  Adjacent to the 
entrance is a small outdoor room defined by 
the acute angle created by the rotated 
compnonents adnd an L-shaped annual 
vegatated wall.  To the southwest of the 
studio is a planting of deciduous trees to 
minimize solar gain in the summer.

1. Project Description

The project is designed to satify three 
primary components of the competition 
proposal.
1. Provide and artist studio
2. engage in farming activities
3. minimze carbon footprint
The building is comprised of two component
s1. the artisit studio
2. the field barn or crop farming shelter
The project includes three detached studios
each unit is an independat structure with 
studio space including kitchen, full , bath, 
sleeping loft, storage , and a large open 
artist space.  Attached to the stdio building 
is a open shed structure to servew for field 
farming  including sorting and temporary 
storage of harvested produce.  The studio's 
two components are the architectural 
expression of the symbiotic relationship 
between the artist and Andes Sprouts farm.  
The interior of the studio is designed to 
provide the artisit the most efficient, 
comfortable, and inspring space possible.  
The studio is one large flexible room with 
abundant light and panaramic viewss of the 
beautiful landscape suroounding the Andes 
Sprouts farm.
Raised off ground to allow for run off.
natural materials
no paints

3. Site Planning

Divided into 4 quadrants each containg 8   
1/2 acre parcels, the site is organized to 
optomize the use of land for field farming 
and crop rotation.  The 3 Solar Studios are 
located on a central spine at the center of 
the property providing equal acces to the 
parcels.  The site plan framework provides a 
clear method for achieving crop rotation and 
placing te Solar Studios for interaction with 
field farming.

Note:  Analysis of the supplied site maps 
revealed inaccuracies in the topographic 
information.  A comprehensive topographic 
site survey will be an important tool for 
completytion of the design phase of the 
project.  I have represented the site 
information in my proposal based on my 
interpolation of the provided maps, google 
earth, and provided photos.

A Light Filled Studio

Solar Diagram

Site Plan Diagram

Studio Plan Diagram
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7. Project Delivery and Cost

A high performance building with a modest 
budget requires a concerted and riqorous 
team approach.  The enclosed design is a 
begining framework for discussing the 
envitable trade-offs required to reach the 
targeted budget goals.  The next important 
step for this project will be feeback from the 
project team including Andes Sprouts 
Socitety, the competition jurors, and the  
project consultants.  I suggest a series of 
highly collaborative workshops with the 
project team to identify a clear direction for 
the project. 
 
The project team includes:
Andes Sprouts Society
Competition Jurors
Richard Pedranti, AIA LEED AP
Renewable Energy Consulatant
Solar Energy Consultant
Recycled Material Consultant
Structural Engineer
Surveyor

Cost 
Achieving the modest budget set forth by 
Andes Sprouts assumes that the labor to 
construct the Solar Studios is provided by 
Andes Sprouts, that the major building 
components are available as recycled 
content for free of at a miniamal cost, and 
that significant trade-ofs are required to 
achieve the targeted budget.  The Solar 
Studio proposal does not assume that 
$25,000 will deliver every component 
indicated, but I am confident that the  design 
concept/approach combined with the 
delivery method will meet and exceed Andes 
Sprouts expectations for the project.

6. Methods and Materials

The Solar Studio is constructed using pole 
building technology.  Pole buildings have 
been a staple in agricultural buildings for 
100's of years and have been built since the 
stone age.  They provide a low-cost, easy-to
-build, and flexible building platform.  A pole 
building is constructed with a foundation of 
wood columns embedded to a depth that 
meets the local building code.  Little site 
disturbance is necessary other than digging 
the holes for the posts.  The poles triple 
function as foundation, structural frame, and 
wind bracing.  Pole buildings are highly 
resitant to wind forces of shear, racking, 
overturning, and uplift.  Another advantage 
is the roof can be assembled before the 
walls, protecting workers and material from 
weather.  It is also more fire resitant than 
conventional stick frame construction.  Pole 
buildings are simple enogh to be contructed 
by unskilled workers.  Given the sloping site 
and the water run-ff concerns , pole building 
construction is well suited for the artisit 
residency project. 

Locally recyled building materials
Building frame 
Roofing
Siding
Flooring
Insulation
Interior wall finish
Windows
Doors
Plumbing fixtures
Lighting

Other building material to be purchaed
Fasterners
Sealants 

Other components to be purchased 
Photovoltaic System
Solar Thermal System
Carbon Neutral Wood Stove
 

5. Sustainable Strategies

The primary method for energy efficiency 
and a low carbon footprint is to construct a 
building with a efficient energy conserving 
envelope.  The studui is designed as 
insulation optional.  (budgetr).   using 
passive solar provides the added benifit of 
daylighting and combined with operable 
windows allows for natural ventilation.

Solar Harvesting
1. Passive Solar
2. Solar PV
3. Solar Thermal
4. Carbon Neutral Wood Burning Appliance

High Recycled Content
The studio material would ideally be 
harvested from an existing nearby barn or 
farm building that is no longer being used.  
The material to be harvested include the 
wood frame, the wood siding, and metal 
roofing. 

Daylighting
Solar Shading 
Natural Ventilation
Minimal Site Disturbance
Rain Water Collection/Irrigation
Water Effecienct Fixtures
Grey Water Collection
Insulation
Low Albedo Roof and Material
High Efficiency Light Fixtures
High Performance Glazing
Vegatated Vertical Screens
Locally Souced Materials
Locally Sourced Services

Note: The Solar Studio would easily qualify 
for LEED certification from the USGBC 
(United Stated Green Building Council).  
Additional cost is required, but it may 
provide suitable PR. 

8. Design Modeling

I use several computer design tools to 
create and revise design 

Energy modeling for a high performance 
building

Leveraging technology not just for 
communication, but to evaluate the energy 
and carbon performance of the building 
during the design process.  Evaluating 
daylighting.
these are the tools that will allow us to 
develpo abuilding with the least carbon 
footprint by creating a virtual model of the 
studio and analysing using 
IES 
DOE

Revit
Sketchup
IES

Based on the IES plug-in software Autodesk 
Revit the Solar Studio yields:

Energy = 21.4 MMBtu
Carbon = 2.9 tons CO2
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SITE PLAN
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1 Birds Eye View of Andes Sprouts Farm from the South 

NTS

Solar Studio 1

Solar Studio 2

Solar Studio 3

Lattitude
Longitude
Elevation
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Artist Studio
270 sq/ft

Field Barn

SITE PLAN
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Artist Patio

6
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3
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1 Floor Plan

NTS

7
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Bath Entry
Kitchen

Solar Screen

Line of roof above

Vegatated screen

Building Data

Volume = 2,440 cu/ft
Floor Area = 270 sq/ft
Ceiling Area = 270 sq/ft
Exterior Walls = 776 sq/ft
Interior Walls = 864 sq/ft
Glazing = 145 sq/ft

Line of roof above

View 2/5 from southeast

View 2/5 
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1 East Elevation

NTS 6
2 West Elevation
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3 North Elevation

NTS 6
4 South Elevation
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Sleeping Loft
and storage

Solar array

7

7
1 Axonemetric Section through Solar Studio and Field Barn

NTS Wood frame floor

Wood plank floor

Ladder to loft

Rigid insulation

Metal or wood siding

Site glazed windows
using insulated glass

Solar screen

Wood roof rafters

Wood roof purlins

Interior metal panel or wood plank ceiling

Rigid insulation
Metal roof panel

Gutter

Embedded pole structure

Embedded pole structure

Metal roof on field barn

Wood rafter

Wood purlin

Venting site built window

Wood or metal interior finish

Solar Studio

Field Barn Kitchen
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View from southwest View from southeast

View from south

View from southeast
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View from south View from northeast

View from east

View from southwest
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